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cc: To 12'000 recipients across Europe

Universal Declaration of Disillusionment
The connectivity of local judiciary disfunctionning with the New World Order
To you, Rémy JAQUIER,
The crimes committed by your judiciary Magistrates to the damage of Rita
ROSENSTIEL are well known:
www.rts.ch/play/tv/mise-au-point/video/entree-forcee-en-ems?id=9830854

Put abusively under guardianship, her guardian forced her to enter into a
retirement home and has stolen / destroyed her complete household. Since March,
I inform you that the cronies of your «Ripoublique» are covering the executors of
this ninetyfive year old Lady. They never appologized. No reparation! By letter of
December 3, 2018, I denounced your Attorney General Eric COTTIER, having
swept away my denunciation of the theft with the lie that one could not judge twice
the same case. In the present case, no condemnation of the violators was ever
pronounced. COTTIER knows it perfectly and is acting with bad faith.
By letter of December 17, 2018, you insinuated that COTTIER just carried out
«his mandate and prerogatives granted to him by law». Alas,the law does not
permit any tyrant to violate it. Herewith, I request a formal decision, indicating
the ways of appeal.
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Inspite of his brutality, you want your coreligionist within the Judiciary to stay in
place: www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_cottier-e.pdf
And you are endorsing these abuses with the hypocrisy of the politicians as you
are, taking direct advantage of the widespread corruption. In our country, the
corrupt politicians are the rule, and not the exception. You are placing corrupt
magistrates into power for obtaining in turn your impunity. It has been
demonstrated that the Swiss Federal Court and the European Court of Human
Rights are covering local judiciary disorders:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bMwUDSQeOA&t=10s

On June 21st, 2017 I denounced 12 Vaudois cases of corruption to the High
Commissioner of the Human Rights of the UN. 2 days later, my complaint was
returned to me: www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2017-06-21_ohchr-e.pdf
Switzerland is censoring illegally our Internet sites for hiding to the population
that Switzerland is the most corrupt country in this world. Complaint deposited
on June 26, 20.18: www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2018-06-26_cramer-e.pdf
No reply.
The High Commissioner of the Human Rights of the UN is not only
overschadowing my complaints. I know Frenchmen and Germanans who did
make the same frustrating experience; The UN is not caring about to implement
the marvellous Universal Declaration of Human Rights of December 12, 1948. It
is just a brilliant screen, behind which the planetary Establishment does enslave
us. The Spaniard Javier MARZAL / European Movement for Justice is stating that
«they were never realized, in no country they are applied, and there exists no
mechanism at all to have them respected.» This UN agency is an enourmous
trickery, having the aim to deceive the world. His purpose is to feed diplomates
and clerks on our back.
Impossible that this is just a simple carelessness. The dictatorship of the judiciary
systems around the world is intentional. Just one power is in a position to impose
this slavery: the Bilderbergers.
Herewith, the local judiciary disfunctioning with the New World Order of the
Bilderbergers is demonstrated. Quod erat demonstrandum. Logically, one has
to launch to the population of this world the Universal Declaration of
Disillusionment.

Sincerely yours
Gerhard ULRICH
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